ABSTRACT Big data is becoming a major focus for both industry and academia, requiring drastic changes in all aspects of computer systems in order to store, process, and transfer big data. In networks, a fundamental problem is how to efficiently transfer big data since the performance is affected by several factors such as path, bandwidth, and scheduled start time. Best-effort algorithms are no longer applicable as they may not satisfy the deadline requirement of the requests. In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling and flexible bandwidth allocation for big-data transfers with deadline constraints. With flexible bandwidth allocation, the bandwidth allocated to a request can be dynamically adjusted any time during its transfer. We develop an optimization programming formulation that provides admission and scheduling decisions, bandwidth allocation, and path selection for each accepted request. The formulation aims at maximizing the acceptance while guaranteeing the deadline constraints of transfer requests. Due to the complex nature of the optimization problem, we develop a two-phase heuristic algorithm namely deadline-aware flexible bandwidth allocation for big-data transfers (DaFBA). We develop two scheduling approaches for DaFBA using batch scheduling to be used for every time interval and dynamic scheduling to be used upon every request arrival. We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm through comprehensive simulations with two routing scenarios: pre-computed path scenario and load-based routing scenario. The results show that the proposed algorithm performs close to the optimal solution and outperforms baseline algorithms in terms of rejection ratio and the amount of data transferred.
I. INTRODUCTION
Global IP traffic is predicted to exceed two zettabytes per year in 2020 [1] . due to the proliferation of mobile devices and advances in network technologies, heralding the area of big data [2] - [4] . Such big data is generally characterized in the literature by 3Vs: Volume, Velocity and Variety [5] . The two common types of big data are multimedia data such as pictures, video, audio and scientific data such as genomic data, weather forecasting data, physics and material sciences. With an increasing trend in big data generation, several challenges are posed with regard to computation, storage, big-data analysis and big-data transfers. One such important challenge to be addressed is that of efficient handling of big-data transfers with resource efficiency while meeting the deadline constraints.
The big data generated at different nodes may need to be transferred over a network to other nodes for several reasons such as collaborative analysis, backup, virtual machine migration, etc. Even after the data is processed at the source node, the volume of processed data is still enormous in many cases such as Amazon CloudFront, 1 a famous Content Delivery Network that delivers a variety of data, video, applications, etc. to viewers at high speed. Another example is Large Hadron Collider (LHC) 2 at CERN that generates up to 80 TB of data per day. Analyzing such a huge amount of scientific data cannot be just done at the site of generation as it would require immense computational resources. Many valuable insights and scientific findings can only be obtained when jointly analyzing data obtained from different locations. Thus, it is highly important to transfer this data reliably over the network such that data will arrive 1 Amazon CloudFront: https://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront 2 LHC: http://home.cern/topics/large-hadron-collider at the destination before the deadline. To achieve such an objective, there is a need for flexible bandwidth allocation along with an efficient scheduling scheme that decides the time instant when the transfer should start. With flexible bandwidth allocation, we mean that the bandwidth allocated to a request can be dynamically adjusted any time during its transfer depending on the network state. However, design and development of such a scheduling and bandwidth allocation scheme are quite challenging due to the large volume of data, deadline constraints, dynamic arrivals of requests and complexity of networks.
Efficient bandwidth allocation and scheduling are essential for a network since they affect the request admission and data throughput of the network. Constantly allocating high bandwidth to a request reduces the transfer time but it exhausts the bandwidth on the links, causing rejection of the future requests. On the other hand, fixing low bandwidth for a request may allow the network to accept more requests but it makes the accepted requests stay longer, thus possibly creating bottleneck links, which could also affect future requests. Flexible bandwidth allocation is beneficial when adjusting the bandwidth allocated to a request during its transfer in accordance with the changing network state, thus maximizing the acceptance ratio of transfer requests and improving bandwidth efficiency.
While flexible bandwidth allocation ensures that bandwidth is maximally utilized, scheduling requests to determine their start time ensures the maximum number of requests that will be served, thus maximizing the amount of data transferred. Due to dynamic arrivals and departures of transfer requests, bandwidth availability on the links varies over time. Thus, it might be possible to defer a request that cannot be admitted at its submission instant to a future instant when a few existing requests complete their transfers and release bandwidth to accommodate the deferred one. However, the problem is much more difficult when considering the deadline constraint of transfer requests (e.g., inter-datacenter transfers [6] - [8] ). Deferring a request to start at a later time requires larger amount of bandwidth to complete the transfer in a shorter duration so as to meet the deadline. While a network needs both dynamic scheduling and flexible bandwidth allocation to achieve good performance, a combination of these problems makes it hard to obtain an effective solution.
To overcome the disadvantages of the fixed bandwidth allocation schemes, in this paper, we consider the problem of flexible bandwidth allocation for big-data transfers. We combine deadline-aware dynamic scheduling with flexible bandwidth allocation so as to improve resource utilization and data throughput. We develop a two-stage optimization programming formulation for the problem. The first stage aims at maximizing the acceptance of transfer requests while meeting the deadline constraints of the admitted requests, i.e., resulting in the admission decision and minimum bandwidth allocation for meeting the transfer deadline. The second stage aims at maximizing the additional bandwidth allocated to the admitted requests such that they will complete their transfer earlier, i.e., adjusting the allocated bandwidth depending on the network state. The formulation also provides the transfer path for each of admitted requests based on the network state.
Solving the optimization programming formulation is computationally prohibitive due to the non-linear combination of a large number of decision variables: admission control, scheduling time, bandwidth allocation and path computation. We thus develop a heuristic algorithm namely deadline-aware flexible bandwidth allocation for big-data transfers (DaFBA). The algorithm is comprised of two phases. The first phase adjusts the bandwidth of on-going requests and tries to admit a newly-submitted request by allocating minimum-required bandwidth that allows the request to meet its transfer deadline. If the network fails to accommodate the request even with the minimum-required bandwidth, i.e., no path exists with minimum bandwidth available, the request will be deferred to a later time. The second phase tries to allocate extra bandwidth to the admitted requests such that they will complete their transfer earlier than their deadline.
We integrate the proposed algorithm (DaFBA) with two scheduling approaches: batch scheduling (BS) and dynamic scheduling (DS), resulting in two scheduling algorithms: BSDaFBA and DS-DaFBA, respectively. Algorithm BS-DaFBA schedules a batch of transfer requests at every time interval. This may make a request wait for a certain time before it is scheduled. While it is still acceptable as long as the deadline constraint is met, the network resources may not be utilized during the waiting time. In spite of this, it can plan the network resources in a better way as the knowledge of batch of requests is available. Algorithm DS-DaFBA schedules transfer requests one by one upon their arrival. While the future requests are not known, this dynamic algorithm makes use of the resources available at the time of a request arrival.
The proposed algorithms can be implemented in practice using Software Defined Networking that enables network programmability, dynamic monitoring and adaptively changing the bandwidth using rate limiting feature. In this work, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms through comprehensive simulations. We compare the proposed algorithms against the optimal results and two existing algorithms: minimum-required bandwidth allocation and maximum possible bandwidth allocation. We carry out the simulations with two routing scenarios: pre-computed path routing that selects a path for a request from a set of pre-computed paths, and load-based routing that dynamically computes the path based on the network state.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in Section II. We present the problem formulation in Section III. We present the proposed heuristic algorithms in Section IV. We present performance study in Section V before we conclude the paper in Section VI. VOLUME 6, 2018
II. RELATED WORK A. BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION IN WIDE AREA NETWORKS
Recently, research on big data has received much interest. The network-related issues for big data handling and transfer have been studied in [9] - [12] . The works presented in [9] and [10] , discuss the problem of bandwidth allocation for big-data transfers in networks. In [9] , the authors proposed a bandwidth allocation scheme for both delay-tolerant and intolerant multimedia big data based on the deadline sensitivity of the requests by using the concept of Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing in the backbone optical networks. While the work presented in [10] studies the bandwidth reservation for a batch of delay intolerant big-data transfers in highperformance networks, it does not consider the dynamic arrival of requests. The authors assumed that the arrival time of requests is known a priori. They also did not consider the scheduling problem. The works presented in [11] and [12] primarily focus on big data management. In [11] , the authors addressed the problem of efficient transfer of large volumes of scientific workflows on clouds by adaptively switching protocols for intra-site transfers and using multi-routes for inter-site transfers. Whereas, in [12] , the authors discussed big data management in clouds while focusing on collaboration between users and their relationships. However, these works do not consider flexible bandwidth allocation, in which the bandwidth allocated for a request might vary with time.
B. BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION IN CLOUD DATA CENTERS
There also exist several works that studied the problem of bandwidth allocation in data centers considering different objectives [13] - [17] . The works presented in [13] - [15] consider allocating a fixed amount of bandwidth to requests. In [16] , the authors discussed the problem of bandwidth allocation for bandwidth-guaranteed and time-guaranteed requests over a single link. In [17] , the authors considered the impact of adjusting bandwidth on makespan of different types of applications while allocating bandwidth for virtual networks embedded in optical data center networks. These works differ from our work presented in this paper in that they considered different contexts as well as without the deadline constraints, which is the key characteristic of big data. In [18] , the authors proposed Jetway for optimally routing large video flows by considering multiple paths with fixed required bandwidth to minimize the cost for cloud providers.
Store-and-Forward (SnF) transmissions of bulk data is an approach that has been explored in few works. In case of congestion in a particular link, the SnF-based approaches allow the data to be temporarily stored at an intermediate node and transferred to its appropriate destination at a later time when there is no congestion on the transfer path. In [19] , the authors proposed an optimal routing approach and applied SnF-based transmission for big-data transfers. In [20] , another SnF-based approach has been proposed to minimize network congestion by using an elastic timeexpanded network. The SnF-based approaches have also been used for transferring data in Optical Circuit-Switched networks with assistive storage [21] and [22] . However, an inherent problem with the SnF-based approaches is the complexity, which increases with the number of storage nodes considered in a path, thus making it unsuitable for a large network. Also, all these works use a fixed bandwidth allocation scheme while our work considers a flexible bandwidth allocation scheme.
The problem of bulk data transfers has also been addressed in optical networks [23] - [25] . In [23] and [24] , the authors optimized the bulk data transfers in an Elastic Optical Network by effectively recycling 2D spectrum fragments and by reserving bandwidth for the future. Unlike our work, a very fine bandwidth allocation cannot be provided to bulk data transfers as the 2D spectrum consists of discretized frequencies. In [25] , the authors developed a dynamic bandwidth and wavelength allocation for Wavelength Agile Passive Optical Network and studied the trade-off observed between the data latency reduction and power consumption. The bandwidth is adjusted at wavelength-level granularity by varying the number of wavelengths allocated to the lightpath. Our work considers a finer-grained level of flexible bandwidth allocation that is dynamically adjusted during the transfer.
C. NETWORK TRAFFIC FLOW SCHEDULING
Network traffic flow scheduling has been extensively studied in the literature as it is an important issue of traffic engineering. The performance of scheduling algorithms directly affects the performance and resource utilization of the networks. In a wide-area network context, TeXCP [26] and MATE [27] are two algorithms that have been developed to perform dynamic traffic engineering across multiple paths by using explicit congestion notification packets sent by the switches. In [28] and [29] , the authors presented heuristic algorithms for scheduling network traffic requests in optical cloud data centers. The input requests have a fixed service time and require the full bandwidth capacity of each path, thus simplifying the bandwidth allocation problem. All the above works focus on path computation (or lightpath creation in optical networks) but they do not consider deferring requests to a later time. They also do not consider deadline constraint of requests. In our work, big-data transfers have a hard transfer deadline but their service time can vary depending on the amount of bandwidth allocated.
In [30] , the authors presented a scheduling algorithm that computes the solutions based on the traffic condition in data center networks at the packet level. The authors assumed that multiple queues exist at each Top-of-the-Rack (ToR) switch to store traffic packets for different destinations. The algorithm tries to schedule the lightpaths among ToR switches to forward data packets so as to ensure load balancing among queues, considering the limited number wavelengths in the fibers. Data packets in the shorter queues are deferred to reserve lightpaths for the packets in the long queues. In [31] , the author presented a packet-level scheduling algorithm to schedule delay-constrained traffic over fading wireless channels while considering energy efficiency. In [32] , the authors presented a threshold-based scheduling scheme, which uses the instantaneous channel gain and buffering time of the individual packets to schedule a group of users simultaneously. The scheme aims at minimizing the average system energy consumption while fulfilling the deadline delay constraint for every packet. Our work differs from these works since we consider flow-level scheduling combined with flexible bandwidth allocation during transfer time.
There also exist several works [33] - [35] that focus on bandwidth allocation and scheduling of coflow, a networking abstraction for cluster computing applications [36] . A coflow is defined as a collection of flows between two groups of machines that perform computation and exchange data among them to achieve a collective objective. This specific characteristic of coflows implies its dependence on its constituent flows, whereas our work considers dynamic and independent flows. In [33] , the authors simplified the routing problem by abstracting the data center network as a nonblocking switch. Given a communication matrix between egress and ingress ports of the switch, the authors proposed to adjust bandwidth allocated to the flows that share the same ports during their service time so as to reduce the completion time of coflows. However, this work does not consider deferring a request if it cannot be admitted at its submission instant.
In [34] and [35] , the authors also aimed at minimizing completion time of coflows in data center networks by adjusting bandwidth during service time of coflows. These works however do not consider the deadline constraint and admission control, which are the main focuses of our work. While they consider the routing problem by defining a set of precomputed paths for each source and destination pair, our work considers load-based routing to achieve better performance regarding the dynamics of requests and network state. The work presented in [37] aims at guaranteeing deadlines for transfers among data centers. The authors considered a request model that requires start time of requests to be known a priori. This is significantly different from the model in our work that considers a more flexible scenario where flows arrive and start dynamically.
D. OUR WORK
Despite many works that have addressed the problem of bandwidth allocation for big data, the problem of flexible bandwidth allocation with deadline constraints has not been addressed previously. In our previous work [38] , we focused only on the flexible bandwidth allocation problem. The requests will be rejected if they cannot be accommodated in the network at the submission instant. We extend this work by considering the problem of request deferring, which schedules a suitable start time of the requests to increase the resource efficiency and data transfer requests.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we develop an optimization programming formulation of the deadline-aware scheduling and flexible 
bandwidth allocation problem for big-data transfers. The problem is formally stated as follows: ''Given a set of input big-data-transfer requests, each being represented by its source, destination, volume of data and transfer deadline, and a network represented by a graph with residual bandwidth on the links, the problem is to: (i) adjust the bandwidth of on-going requests to release maximum bandwidth while preserving their deadline, and (ii) compute a path and an amount of bandwidth allocated to each input request so as to maximize the number of admitted requests.''

A. MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS
The mathematical notations used throughout this paper are summarized in Table 1 . Let G(V, E) denote the network topology with the set of vertices V and set of edges E. The residual bandwidth of link l ∈ E is denoted by C l . Let R be the set of requests submitted to the network. Each request r ∈ R is represented by a tuple (s r , d r , V r , t r ) where s r is the source node, d r is the destination node, V r is the volume of data that needs to be transferred and t r is the transfer deadline of request r, which is defined as the time duration to complete the transfer if it is admitted. We also assume that there exist several ongoing requests that have not yet completed their transfers and they are still consuming bandwidth on their path. We define R ac as the set of on-going requests. Since these on-going requests may have been allocated more bandwidth than their minimum requirement, adjusting the bandwidth of these ongoing requests creates the chance to admit more requests in set R. Thus, the bandwidth allocated to an on-going request can be decreased or increased depending on the number of VOLUME 6, 2018 newly-submitted requests and bandwidth available on the links, considering the deadline constraint. At a given time instant after on-going request r starts its transfer, we denote V rem r and t rem r as the remaining data volume that needs to be transferred and the remaining time to complete its transfer (time-to-deadline).
It is to be noted that the transfer path of each request is dynamically computed at the time of admission decision. A request will not be admitted if there is no path with sufficient bandwidth to satisfy its transfer deadline. We assume that if request r is admitted and scheduled on a specific path denoted as P r , P r will not change during its transfer, i.e., no traffic migration is allowed during the transfer. The path computation for each request is also formulated in the optimization problem. We define three decision variables for the optimization formulation:
• x r is a binary variable that indicates whether request r will be accommodated in the network or not,
• y r is a float variable that indicates the amount of bandwidth allocated for request r,
• z l,r is a binary variable that indicates whether link l is used in the transfer path of request r. We note that while start time of a request is not a decision variable in the following optimization formulations, we allow a request that cannot be admitted at its submission instant to be deferred to start its transfer at a later time based on network state. These deferred requests will be considered as new requests but with a shorter deadline requirement.
B. MAXIMIZATION OF ACCEPTANCE WITH MINIMUM BANDWIDTH
The optimization programming formulation of the deadlineaware bandwidth allocation for big-data transfers is mathematically presented as follows:
subject to:
x r , z l,r ∈ {0, 1}, ∀r ∈ R, ∀l ∈ E.
As shown in Eq. (1), the optimization formulation aims at maximizing the number of requests that will be admitted in the network. This hopefully leads to a larger amount of data that can be transferred across the network. Constraint (2) ensures that sufficient bandwidth must be available on every link of the network to meet the deadline of the admitted and on-going requests. For a newly-submitted request, the bandwidth consumed on a specific link depends on whether the request is admitted and the link is on the transfer path or not. Similarly, an on-going request consumes the bandwidth on a specific link if the link is on the selected transfer path. If a link is used for multiple requests, its residual bandwidth must be sufficient for all the requests. This condition must be checked at the time of path selection so as to satisfy the bandwidth requirement of transfer requests.
Since the transfer path is dynamically computed depending on the network state, constraints (3), (4) and (5) guarantee the flow conservation for the path of a newly-submitted request if admitted. Precisely, constraint (3) ensures that the flow should leave the source node s r , via only one outgoing link. Constraint (4) ensures that the flow should enter the destination node d r via only one incoming link. Constraint (5) ensures that at every node on the path except the source and destination nodes of request r, the entering flow should leave the node, i.e., the number of incoming links must be equal to the number of outgoing links. Constraint (6) is for the type and range of the decision variables.
C. OPTIMAL BANDWIDTH ALLOCATED TO ADMITTED REQUESTS
Given the admission decision obtained by solving the above formulation, we aim at allocating as much bandwidth available on the links as possible to the admitted and on-going requests. Thus, the objective is to maximize the total amount of bandwidth allocated to the requests. Obviously, the allocated bandwidth on each link has to be within its residual capacity. Furthermore, each request must have sufficient bandwidth to complete the transfer and meet the deadline, i.e., avoid the scenario that one request has a large amount of bandwidth and completes its transfer earlier while the other does not have sufficient bandwidth. The optimization programming formulation is presented as follows:
V r /t r y r , ∀r ∈ R ad ,
Solving the two optimization formulations presented above will provide bandwidth allocation for the admitted and ongoing requests for a time duration, which can be fixed with a periodic basis or varied depending on request arrivals and departures. The bandwidth allocated to a request may Algorithm 1 Deadline-Aware Flexible Bandwidth Allocation for Big-Data Transfers (DaFBA) Input: Request r, set R ac , G(V, E), C l , ∀l ∈ E. Output: Admission control, bandwidth allocation decision, scheduling decision and path decision. 1: for all r ∈ R ac do 2: Update remaining data and time-to-deadline for r ; 3:
Update residual bandwidth of the links on P r ; 5: end for 6: if t rem r > 0 then 7: Invoke Algorithm 2: PC-MIN(r); 8: if Able to allocate minimum bandwidth to r then 9: Admit request r in the network; 10: else 11: Add r to R def ; /*Defer request r to later time*/ 12: end if 13 : else 14: Reject request r; 15: end if 16: return Admission decision and path selection be changed after each run of the formulations, thus incrementally building its bandwidth profile through its lifetime. However, solving the above formulation is computationally prohibitive: the admission control problem combined with transfer path computation is non-linear. Even for a small number of requests and a small network, the number of decision variables is very large and it exponentially increases with the number of requests and the size of the network. It is therefore very hard to obtain the optimal solution for this problem within a reasonable time. We note that the problem will be linear if we consider the pre-computed path scenario for every pair of source and destination nodes. However, this does not reflect the dynamics of networks. In the next section, we propose a heuristic algorithm that solves the problem and produces an acceptable solution in a shorter running time.
IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS A. DEADLINE-AWARE FLEXIBLE BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION FOR BIG-DATA TRANSFERS
We develop a heuristic algorithm namely deadline-aware flexible bandwidth allocation for big-data transfers (DaFBA). The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Algorithm DaFBA is comprised of two phases. The first phase is to revise the bandwidth allocated to ongoing requests to increase the residual bandwidth on the links while still meeting the transfer deadline of on-going requests. The second phase is to provide the admission decision for a request and compute its transfer path with minimum bandwidth. In this phase, if a newly-submitted request cannot be admitted, it will be deferred to a later time. After each deferment, the time-to-deadline has to be reduced accordingly to reflect in the next consideration. Admit request r on the selected path P r ; 5: Update residual bandwidth of the links on P r ; 6: return P r ; 7: else 8: return Unsuccessful message; 9: end if
The input of the algorithm includes request r to be accommodated in the network, the set of on-going requests (R ac ) and network state. Request r can be a newly-submitted request or a deferred request that arrived earlier but could not be accommodated. As shown in lines 1-5, DaFBA starts by revising the bandwidth allocated to on-going requests. This step is realized by evaluating the size of remaining data to be transferred and the remaining time to its transfer deadline (time-to-deadline). The released bandwidth is updated on every link of the transfer path of each request.
The algorithm proceeds further to allocate minimum required bandwidth to request r to meet its transfer deadline. It is to be noted that a deferred request is processed further if its time-to-deadline is still greater than zero. Then, DaFBA invokes Algorithm 2 to compute a transfer path that has minimum-required bandwidth available for request r. Otherwise, the request is rejected without any additional deferments. It is to be noted that if the request is newly submitted, its time-to-deadline is initialized as its transfer deadline. If Algorithm 2 successfully finds a path with minimum-required bandwidth available, request r is admitted in the network. Otherwise, request r will be deferred to a later time for another chance, i.e., add request r to set R def that contains all the deferred requests. This step is presented in lines 8-12.
1) LOAD-BASED PATH COMPUTATION AND MINIMUM REQUIRED BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
In this section, we describe the details of the load-based path computation and minimum bandwidth allocation for a request. Given request r and network state, Algorithm 2 computes transfer path P r that has sufficient bandwidth to meet the deadline of request r. If no path exists, an unsuccessful message is returned. As shown in line 1, Algorithm 2 starts by computing the minimum bandwidth requirement for request r, considering the deadline constraint. For a newly-submitted request, V rem r and t rem r are initialized as the original data volume and deadline of request r, V r and t r , respectively. For a deferred request, the data volume to be transferred remains unchanged but the deadline needs to be reduced with respect to the time duration that it has been deferred. Given the Algorithm 3 Additional Bandwidth Allocation (AddBA)
for all l ∈ P r do 3: for all r ∈ R ad ∪ R ac using l in P r do 4 : Update residual bandwidth of all links on P r ; 9: end for 10: return z r , ∀r ∈ R ad ∪ R ac ; minimum bandwidth requirement of request r (B min r ), we modify Dijkstra's algorithm to compute the path that minimizes the maximum load on any link, i.e., the path with the highest available bandwidth greater than B min r . The bandwidth available on a path is the lowest bandwidth available on any link of the path. The rational behind choosing the path with higher bandwidth is that it allows request r to have higher additional bandwidth so as to complete its transfer earlier. If path P r exists, request r will be admitted and path P r will be used for its data transfer. The residual bandwidth on the links of P r is then updated to reflect in the next computation for other requests. If the path does not exist, an unsuccessful message will be returned. In this case, the request is not rejected immediately but it will be deferred to a later time hoping that some on-going requests will complete their transfer and release bandwidth.
2) ADDITIONAL BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
Given the set of admitted requests, R ad , and the set of ongoing requests, R ac , Algorithm 3 is invoked to allocate additional bandwidth to the requests, making them complete the data transfer earlier than their original deadline. For request r, Algorithm 3 iterates through all the links on path P r to compute the additional bandwidth that request r can obtain on each link. For link l ∈ P r , the algorithm checks for all the requests that share link l and allocates the additional bandwidth proportionally to the remaining amount of data to be transferred of each request (see line 4). The bandwidth allocated to request r such that it completes the data transfer at or before its deadline is computed as shown in line 7. It is to be noted that since the bandwidth available is different on different links, only the minimum bandwidth available is allocated to the request, thus avoiding congestion on the links. It is also worth mentioning that the additional bandwidth allocated is effective only for a time duration until the next invocation of the algorithm when bandwidth allocated for all the on-going requests will be revised. Given the additional bandwidth allocated to request r, the algorithm updates the residual bandwidth of the links on path P r to reflect in the next execution of the algorithm for other requests.
Algorithm 4 Batch Scheduling With DaFBA (BS-DaFBA)
Input: Set R, set R ac , G(V, E), C l , ∀l ∈ E. Output: Admission control, bandwidth allocation decision, scheduling decision and path decision. 1: while R = ∅ do 2:
for all r ∈ R do /*deferred requests first*/ 4:
Invoke Algorithm 1: DaFBA(r, R ac ); 5: if r is admitted then 6: R ad ← R ad ∪ {r};
7:
end if 8: end for 9: Invoke Algorithm 3: AddBA(R ad , R ac ); 10: Stay idle for a time interval until next execution; 11: Update set R that includes deferred and newlysubmitted requests, and also set R ac ; 12: end while
The proposed algorithms can be invoked by different approaches, resulting in different scheduling algorithms. In this section, we describe the first algorithm using the batch scheduling approach. With batch scheduling, the algorithms are invoked periodically. All the requests that arrive during the previous interval will be scheduled at the beginning of the next time interval. Algorithm 4 presents BS-DaFBA.
Given a set of transfer requests that include both the deferred requests from previous time intervals and newlysubmitted requests, and the set of on-going requests, algorithm BS-DaFBA invokes Algorithm 1 (DaFBA) to revise the bandwidth allocated to on-going requests, select a path and allocate minimum-required bandwidth to each newlysubmitted or deferred request to meet their deadline. Since the deferred requests may have tight transfer deadline, they can be given priority to be scheduled before the newly-submitted requests. Thus, in line 3 of the algorithm, the deferred requests are processed first. If the return message from Algorithm 1 is that request r can be accommodated in the network with minimum-required bandwidth, it is then added in the set of the admitted requests, R ad . These steps are shown from line 3 to line 8 of Algorithm 4.
Given the set of admitted and on-going requests, BS-DaFBA invokes Algorithm 3 to allocate additional bandwidth for the newly-admitted requests and on-going requests, as shown in line 9. After completing the additional bandwidth allocation, the algorithm will stay idle for a time interval to wait for newly-submitted requests. If there are no more newly-submitted requests or any deferred requests, the algorithm will stop. In a practical implementation, BS-DaFBA comprises of two processes that run in parallel. The first process is responsible for receiving transfer requests and periodically invokes the execution of the second process that is responsible for scheduling the transfer requests. It is worth mentioning that the time interval between scheduling instants is defined by the network administrator. The longer the time interval, the longer the time that a request may need to wait before being scheduled at the beginning of each time interval.
C. DYNAMIC SCHEDULING WITH DaFBA (DS-DaFBA)
As discussed above, using the batch scheduling approach may cause a long delay for requests as they have to wait until next scheduling instant to be considered while resources may not be utilized in the time between two scheduling instants. To avoid this scenario, we develop a dynamic scheduling algorithm, denoted as DS-DaFBA whose pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 5. The algorithm maintains two sets: set R def that contains the deferred requests that could not be admitted at their submission instant and set R ac that contains the on-going requests. Upon an arrival or departure of a request, i.e., a request completes its transfer, releases the resource and leaves the network, the algorithm immediately starts the scheduling to revise the bandwidth allocated to on-going requests and accommodate new ones. It is to be noted that there may exist a few requests that are deferred since their arrivals. Thus, the algorithm tries to accommodate those deferred requests before the newly-submitted requests as shown in the for loop at line 7.
Similar to algorithm BS-DaFBA, algorithm DS-DaFBA can stay idle to wait for newly-submitted requests. It can also stop if the idle time exceeds the threshold pre-defined by the administrator of the system or it can be set to infinite, making the algorithm standby forever to be ready for a new coming request. It is to be noted that this idle time does not affect any requests including both on-going requests and deferred requests. In a practical implementation, Algorithm 5 is invoked dynamically upon arrival or departure of requests, i.e., event-driven invocation. Thus, during this idle time, network state (bandwidth availability) does not change. Ongoing and deferred requests, therefore, have to wait until the next event to be revised for bandwidth or admission.
D. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Let us consider the example shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate the difference between the proposed algorithm and the existing bandwidth allocation schemes that use minimum-required bandwidth allocation and maximum-possible bandwidth allocation, respectively. The network path, that connects Wait for new arrival of request r or a departure; 4: if Idle time is too long then 5: stop ← True; 6: end if 7: for r ∈ R def ∪ {r} do 8: Invoke Algorithm 1: DaFBA(r , R ac ); 9: if r is admitted then 10: R ad ← R ad ∪ {r };
11:
end if 12: end for 13: Invoke Algorithm 3: AddBA(R ad , R ac ); 14: Update set R def and set R ac ; 15: end while node s and node d, has the capacity of 10 Gbps for every link. The bandwidth availability over time is given in Fig. 1a .
Let us assume that there are two requests that need to transfer data from node s to node d. Suppose request (s, d, 10 Gb, 0 sec, 5 sec) arrives at the first time interval and request (s, d, 12 Gb, 1 sec, 4 sec) arrives at the second time interval. With minimum-required bandwidth allocation (MinBA) and maximum-possible bandwidth allocation (MaxBA), while the first request is always accommodated, the second request is rejected by both schemes due to insufficient bandwidth on the path, denoted by red lines in the figures. This is because, these allocation schemes follow a fixed bandwidth allocation. The bandwidth allocated to the first request is presented in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c, respectively . By applying deadline-aware flexible bandwidth allocation (DaFBA), as shown in Fig. 1d , the bandwidth allocated to both requests can be adjusted during their transfer, enabling both requests to be accommodated. VOLUME 6, 2018 E. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY Algorithm 2 has a complexity of O(|V| 2 ) where |V| is the number of nodes in the network. This is the worst case complexity of a path computation algorithm. Algorithm 3 has a complexity of O(M 2 H ) where M is the total number of submitted requests and on-going requests (M = |R ∪ R ac |), H is the number of hops of the longest path in the network. Combining Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3 in BS-DaFBA and DS-DaFBA, the overall complexity will be O(M 2 H ) since M 2 H |V| 2 . We note that such low complexity makes the proposed algorithm efficient to be implemented in practice with the support of the software-defined networking (SDN) paradigm that enables network programmability, dynamic monitoring of network state and adaptively changing of bandwidth. It is also to be noted that adjusting bandwidth allocated to transfer requests adds additional overhead on network nodes. However, the SDN controller normally deployed in a powerful server will be able to run the flexible bandwidth allocation algorithm. Changing bandwidth allocated to a request is easily realized by adjusting the uploading rate at the source node of a traffic flow.
V. PERFORMANCE STUDY A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
We carry out simulations on ESnet topology presented in [39] . The network consists of 58 nodes, of which 23 nodes are traffic hubs and the remaining 35 nodes are traffic generating nodes. Each traffic-generating node can generate data at the rate of 10 Gbps. We assume that all the links connecting these 58 nodes have a capacity of 10 Gbps. The amount of data to be transferred by a request is randomly chosen in the range [0.6, 1] TB. The transfer deadline for each request is randomly chosen in the range [1800, 14400] sec. In our simulations, we assume that the propagation delay is negligible since the data transfer time is much higher due to large volume. We use the following performance metrics:
• Rejection ratio: The ratio of the number of rejected requests to the total number of submitted requests over the simulation duration that is set to 250 hours;
• Average data transferred per hour: The average amount of data transferred in the network per hour;
• Average bandwidth allocated per request per hour: The average bandwidth allocated to a request per hour. We also evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in a realistic scenario considering the background (BG) traffic, which is basically short flows with no hard requirements as big data traffic. Such a BG traffic usually consumes a small amount of bandwidth. If the bandwidth available for BG traffic is less than its requirement, it creates bottleneck links in the network, leading to performance degradation of the system. We use two additional performance metrics to evaluate the proposed algorithm with this scenario:
• Average number of bottleneck links with BG traffic:
It is the average number of links in which the bandwidth requirement of the background traffic is not satisfied;
• Average percentage of bandwidth unsatisfied for BG traffic: It is the average percentage bandwidth of BG traffic not satisfied over all the bottleneck links. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, BS-DaFBA and DS-DaFBA, we compare them with optimal results obtained by solving the optimization formulations and baseline algorithms that are described below:
• Optimal solutions: DaFBA-Optimal denotes the optimal solution obtained by solving both formulations presented in Section III. MinBA-Optimal denotes for the optimal solution obtained by solving only the optimization formulation presented in Section III-B, i.e., it is the optimal solution of fixed minimum bandwidth allocation that maximizes acceptance. We note that to relax the non-linear constraints, we consider the scenario where paths are pre-computed. To reduce the size of the problem, we use Abilene topology from the Internet Topology Zoo [40] that has 11 nodes. We first linearize the optimization programming formulation using standard linearization techniques 3 and then solve it by using the GLPK solver on the SageMath 4 platform;
• Batch Scheduling for Minimum Bandwidth Allocation (BS-MinBA): This algorithm tries to admit a request by allocating minimum-required bandwidth to meet its deadline and maintains the same bandwidth until the data transfer completes. It uses the batch scheduling approach to accommodate new coming requests;
• Batch Scheduling for Maximum Bandwidth Allocation (BS-MaxBA): It is similar to BS-MinBA except that it allocates the maximum bandwidth available on the path between source and destination at its scheduled instant;
• Dynamic Scheduling for Minimum Bandwidth Allocation (DS-MinBA): It is similar to BS-MinBA but it dynamically schedules a request upon its arrival or a departure of an on-going request.
• Dynamic Scheduling for Maximum Bandwidth Allocation (DS-MaxBA): It is similar to BS-MaxBA except that it dynamically schedules a request upon its arrival or a departure of an on-going request. All the above algorithms and proposed algorithms are run with two kinds of path routing methods: a pre-computed path routing (PR) and a load-based routing (LR). With precomputed path routing, for each request, two paths that are link-disjoint are pre-computed. The path with sufficient bandwidth to meet the deadline will be selected to realize the data transfer. With load-based routing, we use the algorithm presented in Section IV-A1 to compute a path for a request at its scheduling instants. Without explicitly mentioning, all the above algorithms including all variants of MinBA and MaxBA allow a request to be deferred if it cannot be admitted at any scheduling instant. Thus, if none of the paths (precomputed paths or load-based routing path) has sufficient bandwidth to meet the deadline, the request will be deferred to the next scheduling instant. The request will be rejected only if its time-to-deadline is too short to finish the transfer even with the maximum bandwidth capacity of the link. All the algorithms are presented in Table 2 . All the simulations are run with 250 hours that corresponds to more than 10 days of receiving requests with 10 runs for each simulation. The results are plotted with 95% confidence interval.
B. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
1) COMPARISON WITH OPTIMAL RESULTS
We compare the performance of our heuristic algorithm with the optimal results obtained by solving the optimization programming formulation. The heuristic algorithm is denoted as DaFBA-Heuristic that is run with dynamic scheduling and load-based routing. In Fig. 2 , we plot the rejection ratio generated by the optimal solutions and heuristic algorithm. The results show that the performance of our heuristic algorithm approximates the optimal solution denoted as DaFBA-Optimal. At the arrival rate of 26 requests per hour, the heuristic algorithm increases the rejection ratio by only 7% compared to DaFBA-Optimal. In terms of acceptance ratio, our heuristic is close to the optimal solution within 3%. Compared to MinBA-Optimal, our heuristic algorithm has better performance by reducing the rejection ratio by 7% at the arrival rate of 26 requests per hour. In terms of data transferred, the results plotted in Fig. 3 show that the heuristic algorithm closely approximates the optimal results. At low arrival rates ( 10 requests per hour), the heuristic algorithm obtains almost the same performance as the optimal results: DaFBA-Optimal can transfer 0.81 TB per hour and DaFBAHeuristic can transfer 0.795 TB per hour. At the arrival rate of 26 requests per hour, the heuristic algorithm can transfer 97.5% of data managed by DaFBA-Optimal while MinBAOptimal can achieve only 94.4%. This shows the effectiveness of the heuristic algorithm.
2) PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHMS WITH BATCH SCHEDULING
In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithms by comparing with the baseline algorithms with batch scheduling. We run all the algorithms with 30-min intervals.
a: PERFORMANCE WITH PRE-COMPUTED PATH ROUTING
In Fig. 4 , we present the rejection ratio of the algorithms for different arrival rates. The results show that the proposed algorithm has the best performance compared to the baseline algorithms. BS-DaFBA-PR reduces the rejections by at least 23% and 62% compared to BS-MinBA-PR and BS-MaxBA-PR, respectively. In other words, at least 23% of the requests rejected by BS-MinBA-PR are accepted by BS-DaFBA-PR. This shows the effectiveness of adjusting bandwidth allocated to a request during its transfer VOLUME 6, 2018 since using the same bandwidth all the time may keep the request stay longer in the network in case of BS-MinBA-PR or exhaust the bandwidth causing high rejection ratio in case of BS-MaxBA-PR.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the average volume of data transferred across the network per hour for all the algorithms. At the arrival rate of 26 requests per hour, BS-DaFBA-PR is able to transfer up to 15.88 TB per hour while BS-MinBA-PR and BS-MaxBA-PR are able to transfer only 14.12 TB and 6.98 TB, respectively. Thus, with the proposed algorithm, the network is able to transfer and handle about 380 TB of big data per day, which is nearly 5 times the data generated by LHC in a day. 5 BS-DaFBA-PR is able to transfer 42 TB, corresponding to 13%, more than BS-MinBA-PR. BS-DaFBA-PR can also transfer 213 TB more than BS-MaxBA-PR in a day. This is a significant improvement of BS-DaFBA-PR compared to the baseline algorithms. Fig. 6 shows the average bandwidth allocated per request per hour for different arrival rates. We can observe that both BS-MaxBA-PR and BS-MinBA-PR algorithms consistently allocate the same bandwidth to the requests for all the arrival rates while BS-DaFBA-PR reduces the bandwidth allocated to each request progressively with the increasing arrival rate.
5 LHC: http://home.cern/topics/large-hadron-collider This is due to the fact that when the arrival rate is low, there is extra bandwidth available on the links to allocate to the requests in addition to their minimum bandwidth requirement. This extra bandwidth decreases as more requests are accommodated by the network when the arrival rate is high. This shows the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in terms of resource efficiency. Since bandwidth is a perishable resource, at low arrival rate, allocating more bandwidth to the requests will improve bandwidth utilization and also make the requests complete their transfer before their deadline.
b: PERFORMANCE WITH LOAD-BASED ROUTING
We obtain a similar performance trend for all the algorithms as shown in the case of pre-computed path routing. In Fig. 7 , we plot the rejection ratio of algorithms BS-DaFBA-LR and BS-MinBA-LR for different arrival rates. The results show that algorithm BS-DaFBA-LR can reduce the rejection ratio by at least 17% compared to algorithm BS-MinBA-LR. In Fig. 7 , we also compare the performance of load-based routing algorithms with that of pre-computed path routing algorithms (BS-MinBA-PR and BS-DaFBA-PR). With loadbased routing, BS-DaFBA-LR can reduce the rejection ratio by at least 35% compared to BS-DaFBA-PR. This improvement is due to the fact that every request is limited by the two given paths in case of pre-computed path routing. Load-based routing does not have any limitation in terms of path selection. Due to the improvement in rejection ratio, the average volume of data that can be transferred per hour also increases with load-based routing as shown in Fig. 8 . At the arrival rate of 26 requests per hour, BS-MinBA-LR and BS-DaFBA-LR can transfer 17.79 TB and 17.02 TB of data, respectively. Compared to BS-MinBA-LR, BS-DaFBA-LR can transfer 18 TB more data per day, corresponding to 4.5%. In any case, the performance of BS-MinBA-PR, BS-MinBA-LR, BS-DaFBA-PR, and BS-DaFBA-LR is significantly better than that of BS-MaxBA-PR and BS-MaxBA-LR.
c: IMPACT OF DURATION OF SCHEDULING INTERVAL
In Fig. 9 , we present the impact of the duration of the scheduling interval. We fix the arrival rate at 20 requests per hour. The results show that the rejection ratio increases with respect to the increase in the duration of scheduling interval. This is because, if a request arrives after the scheduling instant, it has to wait until the next scheduling instant. Further, if a request leaves the network before the scheduling instant, the released bandwidth is not used immediately for the newly-submitted requests. The longer the scheduling interval, the longer the time a request has to wait and the longer the time the released bandwidth is wasted. 
3) PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHMS WITH DYNAMIC SCHEDULING
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm with dynamic scheduling, algorithm DS-DaFBA-LR in comparison with algorithms DS-MinBA-LR and DS-MaxBA-LR. As shown in Fig. 10 , we obtain similar performance trend for the algorithms. The results show that DS-DaFBA-LR has an improvement in terms of rejection ratio by at least 24% compared to DS-MinBA-LR and 47% compared to DS-MaxBA-LR, respectively. This shows the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm due to flexible bandwidth allocation rather than using the same bandwidth all the time.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of dynamic scheduling upon arrival of a request, we present the rejection ratio of BS-DaFBA-LR and DS-DaFBA-LR in Fig. 11 . The results show that DS-DaFBA-LR performs better than BS-DaFBA-LR with a reduction of 30% in rejection ratio. This is because dynamic scheduling schedules a request as soon as possible when sufficient resources are available instead of waiting until the next scheduling instant as does BS-DaFBA-LR. Furthermore, as we discussed earlier, if the request cannot be accommodated at its submission instant, the request can be deferred to a later time. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the deferring capability by running DS-DaFBA-LR without deferring, i.e., a request is rejected immediately when resources are not available. Fig. 11 shows that algorithm DS-DaFBA-LR without deferring (denoted as DS-DaFBA-LR:NoD) results in more rejections than DS-DaFBA-LR with deferring. In other words, algorithm DS-DaFBA-LR reduces the rejection ratio by at least 15% compared to DS-DaFBA-LR:NoD. Nevertheless, DS-DaFBA-LR:NoD still performs better than BS-DaFBA-LR by reducing the rejection ratio by at least 22%. In Fig. 12 , we plot the waiting time of a request that has been deferred and then rejected. The results show that at high arrival rates, a rejected request needs to wait for 25 min on an average before being rejected. While this waiting time could be long for some users, the performance gain is significant with at least 22% reduction of rejection ratio. VOLUME 6, 2018 
4) PERFORMANCE WITH BACKGROUND TRAFFIC
In this simulation, we evaluate the performance of algorithm DS-DaFBA-LR in the presence of BG traffic (non-big-data traffic). The purpose of this simulation is to analyze the performance of our algorithm on how efficiently the bigdata transfers are admitted in the network in the presence of background traffic that dynamically varies over time. The required bandwidth of BG traffic is randomly chosen for each link in the range [0.5, 1.5] Gbps. It is assumed that the BG traffic demand changes for every 30 min. We note that while big-data transfers have a hard deadline to guarantee, BG traffic can be scheduled with a best-effort approach. Thus, we assume a higher priority for big-data transfers over BG traffic. Big-data transfers will be admitted in the network before BG traffic with minimum-required bandwidth to meet their transfer deadline. To serve background traffic better, we revise the bandwidth of on-going requests while guaranteeing their transfer deadline. The algorithm allocates the residual bandwidth to the background traffic after scheduling all big-data transfers. Thus, it may create bottleneck links for background traffic if the bandwidth is lower than the requirement. The lower the number of bottleneck links, the better the performance of the proposed algorithm.
In Fig. 14 , we present the average number of bottleneck links for the BG traffic in the network per hour for DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT and DS-MinBA-LR:BGT for different arrival rates. The suffix ''BGT'' denotes that the algorithms run with background traffic. We can observe that till the arrival rate of 18 requests per hour, DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT has fewer bottleneck links than DS-MinBA-LR:BGT. This interesting trend is observed for DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT because of its ability to maximally accommodate transfer requests. Upon an arrival of a request including BG traffic requests, DaFBA revises the bandwidth of on-going requests, thus releasing additional bandwidth to accept the new request. This allows DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT to better satisfy background bandwidth requirement at the low arrival rate than DS-MinBA-LR:BGT (less than 18 requests per hour in our simulation).
When the arrival rate exceeds 18 requests per hour, it can be seen that the number of bottleneck links caused by algorithm DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT is higher than DS-MinBA-LR:BGT. This is because, at high arrival rates, the network is not able to admit the big-data requests immediately at their submission instant. Many requests are therefore deferred to a later scheduling instant and are admitted in the network after being deferred. The bandwidth on the links is exhausted to satisfy only the minimum requirement of big-data transfers. Since big-data transfers are given higher priority than background traffic, DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT accommodates more deferred requests than DS-MinBA-LR:BGT, thus exhausting the residual bandwidth available for allocating to the background traffic. Consequently, we can observe that DS-MinBA-LR:BGT has fewer bottleneck links for background traffic at high arrival rates compared to DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT. We can also observe a similar trend in Fig. 15 , which shows the average percentage of background traffic bandwidth not satisfied per hour due to the same reason as explained above.
In Fig. 16 , we compare the performance of algorithms DS-DaFBA-LR and DS-MinBA-LR in terms of rejection ratio in the presence and absence of background traffic. We can observe that algorithm DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT outperforms DS-MinBA-LR:BGT by reducing the rejection by up to 23%. We can also observe that both algorithms perform better in the absence of background traffic as expected. Interestingly, we can see that DS-DaFBA-LR:BGT performs better than DS-MinBA-LR that is without the background traffic with 13% improvement. This shows the significance of our proposed algorithm compared to DS-MinBA-LR.
5) PERFORMANCE WITH RANDOM NETWORK TOPOLOGIES AND TRUNCATED PARETO DISTRIBUTION FOR DATA SIZE
In this simulation, we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach with random network topologies and truncated Pareto distribution for data size. We run DS-DaFBA-LR, DS-MinBA-LR, DS-MaxBA-LR with 5 network topologies that have 20 nodes. The number of links in a topology varies in the range [25, 30] , each link having a capacity of 10 Gbps. The amount of data of a request is chosen from a truncated Pareto distribution in the range [0.9, 1.1] TB. The transfer deadlines are randomly chosen in the range [1800, 5400] sec. In Fig. 17 , we present the rejection ratio of the algorithms. We observe the same performance trends of the algorithms as described in previous simulations. We can see that DS-DaFBA-LR outperforms both the algorithms by reducing the rejection ratio by at least 38%.
6) OVERHEAD DUE TO BANDWIDTH REVISION OF ACTIVE REQUESTS
While dynamically adjusting bandwidth during transfers significantly improves the performance of the network, it introduces additional communication overhead between the VOLUME 6, 2018 scheduler and switches. In Fig. 18 , we present the average number of bandwidth revisions for a request with different arrival rates. We observe that at the arrival rate of 26 requests per hour, the bandwidth allocated to an on-going request will be revised 8 times on an average.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the problem of transferring deadline-sensitive big data by adaptively allocating bandwidth and scheduling the start time of data transfer. Our primary objective is to maximize the acceptance of big-data transfers with strict deadline requirements. We developed an optimization programming formulation that provides the admission decision, transfer path and bandwidth for big-data transfers. The formulation takes into account the deadline constraint of each request and bandwidth availability of the network. Since the optimization programming formulation is computationally prohibitive due to its non-linear characteristic, we developed an algorithm namely deadline-aware flexible bandwidth allocation (DaFBA) that adaptively allocates bandwidth to big-data transfers. We developed two scheduling algorithms for DaFBA namely batch scheduling with DaFBA (BS-DaFBA) and dynamic scheduling with DaFBA (DS-DaFBA) that determine the start time for a request and defer the requests if needed so as to maximally accommodate the requests. We carried out comprehensive simulations with different routing scenarios to study the performance of the proposed algorithms and demonstrate the effectiveness by comparing with the optimal solutions and baseline algorithms. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm well approximates the optimal solutions and outperforms the baseline algorithms by reducing the rejection ratio by at least 17% and increasing the data transferred per day by up to 13% on the order of terabytes.
